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1. Introduction
In this study, we measure the rate of speed in 257 samples of
speech spoken at American airports by ATCO（air traffic control
officers）, who we assume to be NSE（native speakers of English）,
directed to pilots of Japanese, Chinese, and Korean airliners, who
we assume to be NNSE（non-native speakers of English）, and find
a median rate of 6.1 sps（syllables per second）. In Nitta, Okazaki &
Klinger（2011a）, we found the same speech rate in 2,184 samples of
radio communications from American NSE ATCO addressed to
pilots of airliners undifferentiated as to nationality. We thus find no
significant difference in the speech speed rate of American NSE
ATCO directed either to pilots of East Asian aircraft or to aircraft
pilots in general.
We are aware that speech speed rate is not the only factor that
affects listening comprehension. Barshi & Farris（2013）believe that
“differences in intonation and speech rate do not adversely affect
comprehension. In contrast, a clear source of error in ATC
communication is message length. The explanation for this effect is
the cognitive limit on working memory capacity”（p.7）. However,
we do not find that the messages we used in our tests were lengthy,
i.e., including too many topics and instructions. The basic problem
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is still, we believe, speech speed rate.
We are concerned that a median rate of 6.1 sps may be too high
for safety, as we notice that this rate is about 20% faster than that
found in movies, which we take to be representative of usual speech
speeds, and we have also found that listening errors by NNSE
increase dramatically as speech speed increases.
In Nitta, Okazaki & Klinger（2010a）, we calculated the speech
speed rate from some 10,000 sentences in 11 popular movies and
obtained a median of 5.1 sps, ranging from 4.3 sps in Ratatouille
（2007）, to 5.3 sps in Back to the Future（1985）, and 5.8 sps in The
Apartment （1960）. In Nitta, Okazaki & Klinger （2010b）, we
determined how much listeners’ ability to decode speech declines
as speech speed rates increase. Here we found that 31 NNSE
subjects with an average TOEIC score of 923（i.e., very high
scores）, who listened to 60 sentences at different rates of speech
speed from American TV shows（e.g., “You don’t make a very good
first impression” = 6.2 sps）, missed or mistook words at a rate of
4.2% at 4 sps, 12.6% at 5 sps, 21.2% at 6 sps（they missed or mistook
16.4% of the function words and 4.8% of the content words）, 32.7% at
7 sps（24% function words and 8.7% content words）, and 40.6% at 8
sps（30.1% function words and 10.5% content words）. This rate of
errors occurred despite there being no unfamiliar vocabulary and
also that the subjects could repeatedly listen to the sentences（they
listened an average of 5.2 times at 4 sps, 7.7 times at 5 sps, and 10.6
times at 8 sps）. We calculated in Nitta, Okazaki & Klinger（2011b）
that these subjects under these conditions would theoretically be
able to understand 85.1% of a movie.
Noticing the large jump in errors by very high level ability NNSE
subjects from 4.2% at 4 sps to 21.2% at 6 sps, despite the benefit of
repeated listenings, we suspect that the median ATCO rate of 6.1
sps might similarly affect NNSE pilots deleteriously. We wondered
if American ATCO might perhaps be deliberately reducing their
speech speed in clearances and instructions to pilots who they
might think or assume are NNSE, and so we undertook the present
study.
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2. Method
We recorded radio transmissions from Los Angeles International
Airport （KLAX）, San Francisco International Airport （KSFO）,
Honolulu International Airport （KHNL）, John F. Kennedy
International Airport（KJFK）, Chicago O’Hare International Airport
（KORD）, and Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport（KDCA）
between 2008 and 2013. Air traffic controllers were stationed at
Ground Control, Tower Control, Approach Control, Departure
Control, and Center. Recordings covered a spectrum of topics, from
instructions about taxiing before departure, to landing procedures.
To intercept aeronautical communications system is lawful under 18
U.S. Code $2511 /（2）.（g）.（ii）.（I）and（IV）.
We calculated the speed only for communications with Japan
Airlines, All Nippon Airways, Air Japan, Air China, Korean Air, and
Asiana Airlines. ATC transmissions were separated into lengths as
sentences or their closest equivalent utterances.
A total of 257 audio transmissions were analyzed for speed using
a method identical to our previous studies on speech speed（Nitta,
Okazaki & Klinger 2010a, 2010b and 2011a）. The speeds of the
sentences were measured using the open-source “WaveSurfer”
software. From these measurements, we obtained the rate of speech
speed, or the articulation rate（AR）, measured in syllables per
second（sps）.
2a. Articulation Rate Measurement in Detail
1. Using the WaveSurfer software, we looked for the beginning of
the sentence（indicated by a）and the end（b）, as shown in Figure
1, and we measured the length of the sentence in seconds to two
decimal points.
2. We counted the syllables in the sentences, not reading from
the transcription, but as much as practically possible from what we
could hear on the audio.
3. We calculated the syllables spoken per second, with fractions
rounded up to one decimal point. We thus obtained the speaking
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rate（SR）.
4. In runs of speech, there are often pauses, indicating breaks for
thinking, intentional pauses, etc. To determine a more accurate
“natural” speech speed, we eliminated these pauses in the
calculations. As shown in Figure 2, the silent section（indicated by c
− d）within the total run of speech（a − b）was deducted. In cases
of multiple pauses, their total length was deducted. We thus
obtained the articulation rate（AR）, i.e., the speed of speaking
determined by measuring the speaking rate（SR） in a unit of
speech and subtracting any long pauses.
5. We counted only runs of over 4 syllables. Thus phrases like
“Good day, sir,” “Wilco,” “Roger,” “We’re looking,” and “Cleared to
Figure 2 . Eliminating the silent section from the total speech time on the WaveSurfer.
Figure 1 . Measuring the speech time of a sentence on the WaveSurfer.
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land” were not included. Also excluded were shouts, repetitions of
the same word, background voices, and utterances overlapping
other utterances and therefore difficult to distinguish.
3. Results
The results of the communications from the ATCO to the pilots
in the study are shown in Histogram and Boxplot 1. The median
rate of speech was 6.1 sps. Histogram and Boxplot 2 shows the
results from our 2011a study of ATC Speech Rates to Pilots of
Undifferentiated Airlines.
Histogram and Boxplot 1. ATC Speech Rates to Pilots of East Asian Airlines.
Histogram and Boxplot 2. ATC Speech Rates to Pilots of Undifferentiated Airlines.
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A p-value of 0.44（Two-tailed test, Equal variances）was obtained
from the Student’s t-test. There was no significant difference at the
5% level. The result of Levene’s test was P=0.71, we, therefore,
assumed the variance of the two groups were equal. We had a p-
value of 0.78 from Wilcoxon rank sum test（Two-tailed test）and
there was no significant difference at the 5% level either. There
were no significant difference in both parametric and non−
parametric test.
4. Conclusion
From the present study, we find that American ATCO do not
appear to reduce their rate of speed when talking to pilots of
airlines who might be assumed to be NNSE. The ICAO
（International Civil Aviation Organization）recommends the rate of
ATCO speech speed to not exceed 100 wpm（words per minute）,
which we calculated in Nitta, Okazaki & Klinger（2012） to be
equivalent to 3.4 sps, which is rather lower than the usual speech
speed of 5.1 sps in movies and much lower than the actual median
ATCO rate of 6.1 sps. In that 2012 study, we also calculated that the
2011 JCAB（Japanese Civil Aviation Bureau）Language Proficiency
Certification test for Japanese pilots had a median rate of 4.5 sps in
a distribution of 3.5 to 5.5 sps; i.e., also lower than actual speech
rates in movies and ATCO communications.
How then can pilots who natively use different language systems
from English overcome the gap between the ideal world of the
ICAO recommendation of 3.4 sps, and the real world of 6.1 sps?
Aviation communication typically uses a fairly limited and
circumscribed quantity of predetermined and fixed terminology and
expressions, which might make ATCO-pilot communication easier
to understand than usual conversation where new and unexpected
vocabulary often comes up. However, as explained in the
Introduction above, high level NNSE who know all the vocabulary
and who have opportunities to repeatedly listen to a sentence, still
make many errors in decoding what is being said in fast English.
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We will next report on more specifically what NNSE pilots miss and
mistake in fast ATCO speech.
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Abstract
We measure the rate of speed in 257 samples of speech by air traffic control officers
at American airports, assumed to be native speakers of English, directed to pilots of
Japanese, Chinese, and Korean airliners, assumed to be non-native speakers of English,
and find a median rate of 6.1 sps（syllables per second）. We find no difference in
speech rate directed either to pilots of East Asian aircraft or to aircraft pilots in general.
We notice that this rate is higher than the 3.4 sps recommended by the ICAO, the 4.5
sps in the JCAB Language Proficiency Certification test for Japanese pilots, and the 5.1
sps found in speech in movies. We refer to our previous studies demonstrating how
listening ability rapidly decreases as speech speed increases.
Appendix
 t Test
Speech Speed To NNSE pilots − Speech Speed To Native pilots/
Assuming equal variances
 Test for Homogeneity of Variance
Difference －0.05 T Ratio －0.77
Std Err Dif 0.07 DF 2437
Upper CL Dif 0.08 Prob＞t 0.44
Lower CL Dif －0.18 Prob＞t 0.78
Confidence 0.95 Prob＜t 0.22
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Level N Std Dev MAD from mean MAD from median
Speech Speed To NSE pilots 2182 1.03 0.82 0.82
Speech Speed To NNSE pilots 257 1.04 0.84 0.83
Tests F Num DF Denom DF p
O’Brien［.5］ 0.05 1 2437 0.82
Brown-Forsythe 0.11 1 2437 0.74
Levene 0.13 1 2437 0.72
Bartlett 0.05 1 2437 0.82
Two sided F Test 1.02 256 2181 0.80
 Welch’s Test
F Num DF Denom DF （Prob＞F） T Test
0.58 1 317.93 0.45 0.76
 Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Test（Rank Sums）
Marker type N Sum of Scores ExpectedUnder H0 Mean Score
（Mean-Mean0）
/Std0
Speech Speed
To NSE pilots
2182 2664914 2662040 1221.32 0.27
Speech Speed
To NNSE pilots
257 310667 313540 1208.82 －0.27
 2-sample test（Normal Approximation）
S Z （Prob＞Z）
310666.5 －0.27 0.79
 One-factor ANOVA（Chi-square Approximation）
X2 DF Prob＞ChiSq
0.07 1 0.79
Examples of Sentences:
TWR: ***ten heavy Kennedy tower keep your speed up until EBBEE you’re following a
heavy Boeing triple seven（on a）two and a half mile final caution wake. =9.56 sps
TWR: ***ten heavy Fox Bravo cross runway four left two two right join Zulu Alpha on
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the other side and contact ground one two one point niner. =7.94 sps
ATC: ***two it’s not yet for nineteen center just fly a heading of one eight zero
descend and maintain three thousand and it will be up in just a moment. =7.51 sps
ATC: ***ten heavy seven miles from RUSHY turn left heading two five zero maintain
two thousand（until）established on the final approach course cleared VOR/DME. =
7.43 sps
TWR: *** forty seven heavy Kennedy tower after departure you’re going to maintain
four thousand. Runway two two right taxi into position and hold. =6.4 sps
GND: **** five eighty five heavy Kennedy ground runway change you’ll be departing
runway three one left with a Breezy Point climb. The rest of your clearance is
unchanged. =7.37 sps
For this article, aircraft IDs have been replaced with asterisks（***）to avoid invasion of
privacy. One asterisk = one syllable.
